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ELG5121 Project Report 
Mohammad El-Shabani [5123975] & Omar Hesham [100695742] 
Description - In this document, we will outline the steps taken to develop the short course as we originally intended in our 
proposal, including the software used, and any scheduling/organization documents we relied on. 
 

1. Introduction 
For this project, we developed a short course on the concepts and tech behind Facial Motion Capture. 
Overall the project is a two-parter: a conceptual video series, and a practical programming tutorial. We 
believe we have met the goals we set out initially in our Proposal doc (shown below), and are grateful for 
the experience of working together and learning something new. 
 

 
 
 
Submission content: 

● Project Demo (~2 minutes): ProjectDemo.mp4 
● Website files: index.htm (start here),  code.htm, about.htm 

○ Note: local web files will not load youtube embedded frames without a properly 
configured local server. Hence, please view the same files as uploaded at the following 
mirror: 

■ http://www.omarhesham.com/elg5121/ 
● Video files: VideoA_Greeting, VideoB_Intro, VideoC_Pipeline 
● Source code files:  

○ Matlab: faceTrack.m, faceplacment 
○ Processing: drawFace.pde 

  

http://www.omarhesham.com/elg5121/
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2. Design Document 
a. Project Proposal [Approved Feb 1, 2015] 

 
b. Research and Ideas 

For the first week, we set out to do background research separately, in order to freely explore the 
topic and maybe arrive at discoveries that the other member hadn’t thought of before. This 
worked well, and we ended up with extensive draft notes about the topic as a whole. Eventually 
we were able to come up with the scheme as we described in the Project Demo video: half 
conceptual videos, and half practical programming. We thought this would strike a balance, 
especially considering our tech savvy target audience: ELG5121 classmates. 
 
The following are snippets from our draft notes (disclaimer: we do not claim authorship on all of 
these notes, as some of them were lifted verbatim from their source for the purpose of our 
internal study and discussion, and not for any form of public publishing) 
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i. Sample of draft notes from Mohammad 
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ii. Sample of draft notes from Omar 

 
 

c. Course Design 
i. Conceptual: Videos 

We deviated a bit from the description we initially set out in the Proposal, and instead 
decided to divide the content as follows 

1. Greeting: this video was a necessary opener to grab the attention of any visitor to 
our site, and affirm the topic of the course up front. Very helpful to establish the 
mood of the course for the rest of the student’s session. (get them inspired early 
on, their brilliant minds will take care of the rest). It also served as a quick outline 
of the website for those visiting for the first time. 

2. Intro and Context: discusses a bit of historical context around facial mocap, and 
develops a sense of appreciation and understanding for current industrial and 
academic needs. Also highlights applications and use-cases outside of gaming or 
film, like Biomechanics research. 
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3. Mocap pipeline: illustrates the details of the entire process and explains the 
several consecutive steps needed. Applicable to both offline and real-time mocap 
systems. 

Since we had many quick video cuts (changing camera rapidly between different shots), 
we attempted to incorporate a single background musical track to help tie the different 
pieces together, and to help us deliver a single educational narrative in an otherwise very 
busy video. 
 

ii. Practical: Code  
For the practical component of our course, we didn’t want to teach the student how to 
use an existing facial mocap system, as we find the idea of clicking buttons and checking 
boxes to be trivial and lacking in any educational value, regardless of how impressive the 
final results would look like. So we agreed on developing the a simple but complete 
scaffolding application from scratch that delivers the full pipeline from an actor’s face to 
a real-time 2D character. And we designed it so it wouldn’t need any specialised 
equipment: the markers can be sticky notes or use washable marker pens directly on the 
face, and the camera can be any webcam available.  
 
The final design ended up looking like this: 

1. Matlab: for initial calibration of the face and continuous capturing after that. 
Matlab’s image processing capabilities motivated us to us it, allowing advanced 
noise filtration and robustness given the low quality cameras we are targeting, 
along with poor lighting conditions (as opposed to a fully lit studio or pristine 
research desk environment). Once the markers were registered and accounted for, 
they were ported through TCP on a specific socket. 

2. Data travels through TCP….who’s listening? 
3. Processing is a Java-based graphics development environment designed for rapid 

iteration and code-generated graphical design. We programmed an little 
Processing app with a 2D character that has several built-in facial poses to 
choose from. The app is also listening to the same TCP port that the Matlab 
module is using. It collects this data as it comes, and immediately re-targets it to 
the matching facial pose (smile, sad, shock, etc.) in real-time. 

4. With such a simple yet strong scaffolding, it’s now very clear to the student where 
they could add their customizations for specialised functionality they’re interested 
in pursuing (example, detect blinking). 

 

A bonus side-effect that we were pleasantly surprised with was that we accidentally also 
showed how to develop a remote facial mocap solution, since technically, we can host the 
two modules on separate computers and use TCP as before. All in the same tutorial! 
We’re quite satisfied with this as a good intro tutorial for any aspiring dev. 
 

 iii. Website Design 
The decision to present all this programo-audio-visual information in a website was fairly 
easy, as no other platform can rival the support for so many medias in such an efficient 
and portable manner. Visually, we avoid clutter, and the website uses muted colors in 
comparison with the more vivid content of the course.  
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The site also gave us a chance to showcase a selected directory of top industry staples in 
the area of Facial Mocap systems, providing a launching pad for interested students.  
 

3. Tools and Resources 
a. Video content 

Unless otherwise indicated, all audiovisual content was produced by ourselves. We added 
an author tag to any content obtained externally. If there is no tag or existing watermark, 
then the content is ours. This further applies to source code. 

 
We used Photoshop to produce the layouts, 2D shapes and text. We further used Autodesk 
Maya for 3D animation and rig demos. The facial mocap demoed in the first greeting video 
was produced using Mixamo Face Plus. Finally, we used Open Broadcaster Software (OBS) 
for screen recording whenever necessary.  

b. Video editing 
We used Adobe Premiere Pro to edit and produce the final video content (screenshot below). 

 
c. Web development 

We used Adobe Dreamweaver to script the website from scratch using HTML, and using CSS for 
styling. Because local files cannot load youtube frames, we hosted a mirror on our own server at 
www.omarhesham.com/elg5121 
 
 

4. Workload Distribution & Scheduling 
a. Task Assignment 

We both had a hand in every aspect of the project, but overall Mohammad led the programming 
tutorial development, and I led the video content. The task journal discussed below further 
illustrates the balanced distribution of our tasks. 
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b. Scheduling  
After a couple of initial meetings to discuss ideas around and plan out the month, we started 
keeping a journal of our milestones, which doubled as a task scheduling tool. We were able to 
comfortably update it as the term progressed. The next two pages show a snapshot from the 
beginning of the term, and one near the end. As with any project, we planned a few buffer days in 
case we ran into delays (and we did) which proved useful in the end. 

i. Milestones Journal (beginning) 
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ii. Milestones Journal (end of February) 

 
 
 

c. Data management 
We maintained shared access to a Google Drive throughout the duration of the project, which 
kept our files organized and backed up in case of needed revisions, or in emergencies. 
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5. Source code samples (from ‘mocap_tutorial.zip’) 
a. Matlab 

 
b. Processing (drawing smooth curves) 

 
c. Marker Placement (from ‘faceplacement’ file) 
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6. Conclusion 
a. Goals Achieved 

We have learned quite a bit from this experience, and enjoyed getting to meet and work 
with a new classmate. The project allowed us to explore a fun topic in a very productive 
way. Overall, we feel we‘ve completed the project goals we initially set out to produce. 
Using 3 medias, if you count Mohammad’s marker-filled face :) 
 

b. Given more time… 
We would have liked to add Closed Captioning for accessibility to our videos. We would 
have also enhanced our mocap demo to include eye blinking markers and face-orientation 
tracking. Additionally, we would have liked more time to improve the graphics and 
animation quality, especially in the Pipeline video, which ended up being a bit too static due 
to time constraints. 

 
Thanks for reading so far! Till next time, have a lovely day. Peace. 
 

 


